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Let there be no doubt about who will win.  Any and all politicians running for 
office can be led into a false sense of "I am leading."  No one is the winner until all
the votes are counted - just ask Mitt Romney.  Ask *David Brat.  Mr. Brat did his 
job, he beat the bushes, or as some call it, good old shoe leather campaigning.  
Alaska can fall into this category of over confidence, but our goal as conservatives 
is to go all out to the bitter end; just before the polls close, any last minute vote for 
a conservative from any party is important.  Mark Begich must be replaced.  We 
cannot replace BHO for another two plus years, but we can help steer America in a 
more positive direction by stopping Begich’s liberal voting trend, namely the wants
and desires of Harry Reid supporting BHO.  Wake up, Alaskans, and be involved in
the voting process; it is your future.

Alaskans, if you have not voted by the time exit polls are announced, do not 
believe them.  Go and vote for the candidate; vote how your educated conscience 
tells you to vote.  This is the cause of over confidence - do not let it influence you.

For conservative groups, do not give up or give in.  Money moves people.  Over 
confidence sways people; stay focused.  Money also sways people so keep your 
eye on the ball.

Alaska has three fairly equally matched Republican declared senate candidates 
going into the August primary with a Libertarian conservative as well as an 
Independent conservative, plus two other senate candidates for good measure.  
Learn the facts and backgrounds of the candidates.  Be an educated voter and vote 
a clear vote of confidence.

* David Brat - The unknown candidate that beat Eric Cantor - Republican House 
Majority Leader.


